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FEATURING

Natascia Diaz  Alan H. Green  Kathleen McNenny  Justin Withers  Rasha Zamamiri

SCENIC DESIGNER
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Elivia Bovenzi
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AMERICAN UNDERGROUND is a winner of the Bonnie & Terry Burman New Play Award and is part of the Julianne Boyd New Works Fund.
TIME & PLACE
A suburban home in Southern Florida, the not-so-distant future

CAST
IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE

Jeff .................................................................................................... Justin Withers*
Rog ..................................................................................................... Alan H. Green*
Anna ................................................................................................... Natsasia Diaz*
Kourtney ...................................................................................... Kathleen McNenny*
Sherri ............................................................................................... Rasha Zamamiri*

STAFF

Production Stage Manager ................................................................................................................. David D’Agostino*
Assistant Stage Manager ...................................................................................................................... Rachel Lynne Harper
Fight Choreographer .............................................................................................................................. Ryan Winkles
Technical Director ................................................................................................................................ Ben Reading
Props Master ............................................................................................................................................. Nathan Hatfield
Master Electrician/Light Board Operator ............................................................................................. Joey Rainone IV
Sound Engineer ....................................................................................................................................... Ian Gillis
Wardrobe Supervisor ............................................................................................................................ Caitie Martin

*Actors and Stage Manager are members of Actors’ Equity Association.

CAST

NATASCIA DIAZ (Anna)  BSC debut. NEW YORK: Broadway: Man of La Mancha, Antonia u/s Aldonza. Off Bway: Grand Hotel, Rafaella; Jacques Brel is Alive and Well and Living in Paris; By the Way, Meet Vera Stark (Second Stage). DC: Fosca in Passion (Signature Theatre—2019 Helen Hayes Award); Betty 3 in the World Premiere of Collective Rage (Woolly Mammoth); Elektra in Agamemnon and His Daughters (Arena Stage); Savage in Savage in Limbo (MetroStage); Jacques Brel… (2013 Helen Hayes Award); Mariana in Measure for Measure, Emilia in Othello (Shakespeare Theatre). TV: Oz, Nurse Jackie, Law & Order: SVU, Damages. FILM: Every Little Step (self). More at natasciadiaz.com. Instagram: @ladydiaz777; Twitter: @NatasciaDiaz

ALAN H. GREEN (Rog)  BSC: The Royal Family of Broadway, Broadway Bounty Hunter, Romance in Hard Times. Original Broadway Casts: Charlie and the Chocolate Factory, School of Rock, Sister Act, Play On!. 1st National Tours: The 25th Annual Putnam County Spelling Bee, Swing!, Smokey Joe's Cafe. Off Broadway: Broadway Bounty Hunter (Greenwich Street Theatre), Happiness (Lincoln Center), Rockette's Christmas Spectacular (Radio City). International: Miss Saigon. TV: Unforgettable, Peter Pan Live!, 30 Rock, Law & Order: SVU, Guiding Light. Lots of National Commercials. Deacon at Metro Baptist Church. Rice University Graduate. IG: @alanhgreen

ALANHGREEn.COM

JUSTIN WITHERS (Jeff) BSC debut. Theatre: *Days Of Rage* (Second Stage Theater, Dir. Trip Cullman); *Thirst* (Contemporary American Theater Festival). Film: *A Shot Through the Wall*. He is a 2018 graduate of Mason Gross School of the Arts at Rutgers University where he received his B.F.A. in Acting. He would like to thank his family for supporting his pursuit of the arts. JustinWithers.com

RASHA ZAMAMIRI (Sherri) BSC: American Underground 2019 reading. She is an Arab-American actor, singer and voiceover artist who was last seen in the groundbreaking TV series *Ramy* on Hulu. Rasha was privileged enough to spend the last two summers at Ritsona Refugee Camp, Greece, working with Syrian refugees in the Campfire Project alongside Jessica Hecht and Arin Arbus. Past theatre credits include: *Kiss* (Yale Repertory), *The Who & The What* (Gulfshore Playhouse), *We Live in Cairo* (The O'Neill), *The Wife* (BerkeleyRep), *Hour of Feeling* (Humana Festival), *Aftermath* (New York Theatre Workshop & World Tour). TV/Film: *Madam Secretary, Looming Tower, Instinct, #Wargames, Sayid, Blindspot, Blue Bloods and The Blacklist*. Proud member of AEA and SAG-AFTRA.

CREATIVES

BRENT ASKARI (Playwright) BSC: Winner of a Burman New Play Award for *American Underground*, 2019 reading. Brent is a Persian-American writer and actor. He is the winner of the 2019 National New Play Network Smith Prize for Political Theater for his play *The Refugees*. Brent’s play *Hard Cell* was part of the 2017 PlayPenn development conference and was produced as part of Geva Theatre Center’s 2018–2019 Mainstage Season. Some of Brent’s other recent plays include: *White Party* (Finalist Bay Area Playwrights Festival and Ashland New Play Festival, Semi-Finalist O’Neill Playwriting Conference); *Digby’s Home* (Semi-finalist O’Neill Playwriting Conference, produced at Mad Horse Theatre); *Bending Reeds* (Semi-Finalist Bay Area Playwrights Festival, Developed at Blank Stage Living Room Series). Brent was part of HBO’s New Writers Project and has written screenplays for Paramount Pictures, Marvel Films, MTV and Reveille Entertainment. As an actor, Brent has performed in numerous theatrical productions across the country and is an
ensemble member of Mad Horse Theatre Company and an Associate Artist of Portland Stage Company. He narrated the nationally syndicated children’s television program *Animal Science*, which was nominated for a national Daytime Emmy in 2014.

**JULIANNE BOYD (Director)** For bio, see page #12 in Season Playbill.

**ELIVIA BOVENZI (Costume Designer)** BSC: *If I Forget, Time Flies and Other Comedies, The Glass Menagerie, Typhoid Mary, The Birds, Kunstler and peerless*. She has designed an extensive repertoire of Shakespeare including *Much Ado About Nothing, The Rape of Lucrece, Hamlet* and *Titus Andronicus* (New York Shakespeare Exchange); *Macbeth* and *The Comedy of Errors* (Shakespeare Theatre of New Jersey); *Twelfth Night* and *A Midsummer Night’s Dream* (Shakespeare on the Sound). Assistant design credits: Broadway revivals of *My Fair Lady* and *Fiddler on the Roof*; and for *The Father* and *Incognito* (MTC); *Plenty* (Public Theater); *War Paint* (Goodman Theatre); *Kiss Me, Kate* (Hartford Stage); *My Heart is in the East* (La MaMa). MFA: Yale School of Drama, where her credits include *An Accidental Death of an Anarchist* (Yale Rep/Berkeley Rep), *Cloud Nine* and *Richard II*. Elivia is currently an Adjunct Assistant Professor of Theater Design at Queens College. eliviabovenzi.com


**MATTHEW RICHARDS (Lighting Designer)** BSC: *Time Flies and Other Comedies, The Glass Menagerie, The Cake, Kimberly Akimbo, Art, Elegies*. Broadway: *Ann* starring Holland Taylor. Opera: *Macbeth* at L.A. Opera. Off Broadway: *Is God Is* at Soho Rep; *Absolute Brightness*… and *The Curvy Widow* at Westside Arts; *The Killer, Tamburlaine* and *Measure For Measure* at Theatre for a New Audience; *A Funny Thing*… at MCC. Regional: Arena Stage; Baltimore’s Center Stage; Cincinnati Playhouse; Cleveland Play House; Dallas Theater Center; Ford’s Theatre; The Goodman; Hartford Stage; The Huntington; La Jolla Playhouse; Long Wharf; The Old Globe; Shakespeare Theatre; Westport Playhouse; Williamstown Theatre Festival.

**MARIANA SANCHEZ (Scenic Designer)** BSC debut. Mariana is a scenic designer originally from Mexico with a background in architecture. Scenic design credits include: Off Broadway: *Marys Seacole* (Lincoln Center Theater); *Winter’s Tale* (The Public Theater); *Fade* (Primary Stages); *Troy* (The Public Theater); *Frontieres Sans Frontieres* (The Bushwick Starr); *Oh My Sweet Land* (The Play Company). Regional: *All’s Well That Ends Well* (Oregon Shakespeare Festival); *Fetch Clay, Make Man* (Dallas Theater Center); *Manahatta* (Oregon Shakespeare Festival); *Skeleton Crew* (Baltimore Center Stage); *The Wolves* (TheaterWorks); *Fade*
(TheaterWorks); *The River Bride* (Oregon Shakespeare Festival); *War* (Yale Repertory Theater); *Winnie the Pooh* (The Alliance Theater); *Peter Pan* (Yale University); among others. She earned an MFA from the Yale School of Drama.

**DAVID D'AGOSTINO (Production Stage Manager)** BSC debut. In the past decade, his work has taken him to every continental state and several Canadian provinces, working on a variety of national tours and regional productions. Favorite credits include the revival of *Pippin, Million Dollar Quartet, Cabaret, The Producers, Memphis: The Musical and Man of La Mancha*. No stranger to new works, David has previously worked with the Finger Lakes Musical Theatre Festival as manager of “The PiTCH!” playwright workshop, working on and facilitating several new plays and musicals. Thanks to Mom, Dad and Alex!

**MCCORKLE CASTING LTD; PAT MCCORKLE, KATJA ZAROLINSKI (Casting) (C.S.A.)** Casting actors for Barrington Stage for 17 years. Pat McCorkle is pleased to be an Associate Artist at BSC. Broadway: Over 50 productions including *On the Town, Amazing Grace, End of the Rainbow, The Lieutenant of Inishmore, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest, Amadeus, She Loves Me, A Few Good Men*. Off Broadway: highlights — *Clever Little Lies; Sheer Madness; Tribes; Our Town* (Barrow Street); *Freud's Last Session; Toxic Avenger; Almost, Maine; Driving Miss Daisy*. Feature film: *Premium Rush, Ghost Town, The Thomas Crown Affair, Die Hard with a Vengeance, School Ties*, etc. Television: *Twisted, St. George, Sesame Street, Hack, Californication, Max Bickford, Chappelle's Show, Strangers with Candy, Barbershop*, etc. mccorklecasting.com


**PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING UPDATES TO THE SEASON PROGRAM**

Head of Maintenance................................................................................... Joe Gunn
Casting Assistant ....................................................................................... Nathan Francis
Community Engagement Coordinator ................................................. Sharron Frazier-McClain
Stage Carpenter/Deck Chief ................................................................. William Sexton
Artistic/Literary Intern ........................................................................ Gabriel Walker
2020 SEASON PASSES NOW ON SALE!

DON’T MISS THE EXCITEMENT!

413.236.8888
BARRINGTONSTAGECO.ORG
BSC EXPRESSES PROFOUND THANKS TO OUR VISIONARY LEADERS

Our visionary leaders made significant annual gifts in 2019 which ensure the success and longevity of BSC’s offerings.

We gratefully acknowledge:

$100,000+
Heather Nolin and Herbert A. Allen
Barr Foundation
Sydelle and Lee Blatt
Carole and Daniel Burack
Bonnie and Terry Burman
The Klarman Family Foundation
Mill Town Capital
Mary Ann and Bruno Quinson

$50,000–$99,999
The Feigenbaum Foundation
Marita and David Glodt
Arnold Kotlen and Stephanie Fleckner
Laurie and Martin V. Schwartz
The Shubert Foundation
Zelda and John Schwebel
Family Foundation
Jodi and Paul Tartell

SAVE THE DATE
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 2019

with Alysha Umphress

To receive your invitation, please contact
Development@BarringtonStageCo.org
ANNUAL FUND AND GALAS
Our Season Playbill went to print on May 1st. We gratefully acknowledge the support of the following donors who have supported BSC since that date.

Producing Partner Circle $50,000+
Marita and David Glodt
Arnold Kotlen and Stephanie Fleckner

Artistic Circle $25,000–$49,000
Audrey and Ralph Friedner
The Green Foundation
Greylock Federal Credit Union
Carol and Richard Seltzer
Jodi and Paul Tartell

Producer $10,000–$24,999
Alpern-Rosenthal Foundation Fund
Dr. Stephanie Beling
Madeline and Ian Hooper
Robert and Lyn Petricca
Sheila and Harold Richman
Carrie and David Schulman
Laurie and David Tierney

Director $5,000–$9,999
Jody and John Arnhold
Michael Beck
Glenna and Martin Bloom
Reba and Bruce Evenchik
The Walter F. and Alice Gorham Foundation, Inc.
Buzz and Robin McGraw
Debra Jo Rupp
Stephanie and Richard Solar
Julie Taylor
Teton Management Corporation

Founder $2,500–$4,999
Berkshire Bank Foundation
Berkshire Roots
Jadwiga and Donald Brown
in honor of Augustus Wingate Dahab
Kathleen and Neil Chrisman
Cynthia and Oliver Curme
Athena and Richard Kimball
Mass Humanities
Alice McInerney
Debra Miersma and David Russell
National Alliance for Musical Theatre
Marjorie Safran and Jeffrey Leppo

Leader $1,000–$2,499
Helene Berger
Judy Bergman and Dr. Richard Budson
Dr. Sam and Lynn Berkowitz
in honor of Rhoda and Morris Levitt
Mr. and Mrs. Donald I. Bierman
Hinda and Bill Bodinger
Drs. Christina and Norman Boyd
Sarah Boyd and Jennifer Rothman
Nardyne and Richard Cattani
Susan and Duncan Brown
in honor of Julianne Boyd
Kay and Rohit Desai
Marjorie F. Elson and R. Anthony Elson
Susan Fisher and Gary Schieneman
Florence and Michael Freedman
Jill and Harold Gaffin
Naomi and Roger Gordon
Wendy and Peter Gordon
Christopher Innvar
Julia Kaplan
Leslie and Roy Kozupsky
Nancy and Alan Milbauer
Burt D. Miller
Catherine and James Miller
in honor of Julianne Boyd
Teresa and Martin Monas
in memory of John Waldhorn Gassner
James Montonari
Ann M. and Don Morrison
Laurie and Joseph Porter
Diane and Arthur Provenz
Tim Quinson
Judith Robins
Barbara and Michael Rosenbaum
Karen and Jeffrey Ross
Carol and Marvin Schwartzbard
Betsey and Mark Selkowitz

Melissa and Matthew Scarafoni
Raquel and Michael Scheck
Jane and Martin Schwartz
Arlene and Donald Shapiro
Anne and William Tatlock
Susan and Geoffrey Woglom
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

Jane and Martin Schwartz
Arlene and Donald Shapiro
Anne and William Tatlock
Susan and Geoffrey Woglom
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

Melissa and Matthew Scarafoni
Raquel and Michael Scheck
Jane and Martin Schwartz
Arlene and Donald Shapiro
Anne and William Tatlock
Susan and Geoffrey Woglom
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

Jane and Martin Schwartz
Arlene and Donald Shapiro
Anne and William Tatlock
Susan and Geoffrey Woglom
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

Jane and Martin Schwartz
Arlene and Donald Shapiro
Anne and William Tatlock
Susan and Geoffrey Woglom
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

Jane and Martin Schwartz
Arlene and Donald Shapiro
Anne and William Tatlock
Susan and Geoffrey Woglom
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin
Marion Simon
Nancy and Stanley Singer
Barbara and Edward Sirkin
Ted Snowdon
Susan C. Thompson
Donna and Jerry Weiss

Benefactor $500–$999
Judith and Roy Aaron
Anonymous
Helen and Michael Apton
Marjorie and Barry S. Berg
Kristen and Tim Burke
Elaine and Mark Cancilla
Karlin and Elliot Cattarulla
Tony Chojnowski
Lynn and Stephen Cohen
Robert and Michael Cohn
Paula Consolini and James Mahon
Tandy Cronyn
Jeff Davis
Amy and Jeff Diamond
Nancy Feldman and Mike Chefetz
in honor of Bonnie and Terry Burman
The G.E. Foundation Matching Gifts Program
Jacqueline and Robert Gentile
Marla and James Greenfield
Renee Gross
Dr. Nancy Hall and Toshi Abe
Dr. Lynne B. Harrison
Peggy Herzog and Brian Rohman
Susanne and Stuart Hirshfield
Gerri and Barry Holt
Marianne and Richard Jaffe
Nedra Kalish
Linda and Ken Keyes
Maxene Kupperman-Guiñals
Pat and Fred Lamarca
Raquel and Lear Levin
Pamela Levit and Mark Beideman
Caren Mercer and Mark Rosengren
Jacqueline and Jaan Metsma
Alice Nathan and Irving Marks
Candace and Matthew Penn
Diana Hitt Potter
Frances and Donald Putnoi
Nancy and Michael Premisler
Elise Saab
Paula and Steven Schimmel
Sheri Sendzischew and Bruce Rubin
Naomi Spatz and Steven Somkin

Mark St. Germain
Rochelle and George Stassa
Janet and Jack Teich
Jennifer Thompson
Judy and Irwin Wrubel

Angel $250–$499
Jane and John Angelini
Anonymous
Abby and Michel Araten
Amy and Ken Arlein
Jo Bellomo
Alison and Ed Bermant
Melissa and John Bissell
Colleen Brambilla
Joel Dancingfire Brehm and Rodney Dugas
Elaine and Michael Christopher
Barbara and Mark Cohen
Elizabeth and Richard Colten
in honor of Marita Glodt
Emily and William Dahab
Amy Dean and Allan Kluger
Ginny and Bill DeMarco
Linda and Dan Dillon
Thomas Ennis
Sheila and Barry Halpern
Caroline Holland and Sam Russo
Dr. Bernard Horowitz
Georgette Jasen and Max Van Gilder
Helga Kaiser
Sandy and Ben Krause
Susan and Philip Lebowitz
Mark and Ellen Levy
in honor of Sheila Richman
Wilma and Norman Michaels
Judith and Alex Nardacci
Sara Pasternak and Mathew Levine
in honor of Syd Blatt’s and
John Thonet’s special birthdays
Kevin Petrovek
Marie and Jerry Pindus
Fern Portnoy c/o The Roger O. Goldman
and Fern Portnoy Family Foundation
Qualprint, Inc.
Emily Rechnitz
Razal Robbins and Leonard Kulick
Randi Rossignol
Dr. Parvis and Kay Sadighi
Elizabeth and Paul Schaffer
Joanne Solomon
David Topchik
Eleanore Velez
Ron Walter
Drs. Mary Ellen Bradshaw-Weisbuch 
and Jonathan Weisbuch
Jan and Harvey Zimbler

Friend $100–$249
Anonymous (2)
Jonathan Abbott and Shari Malyn
Leah Barber
Nancy and David Bayer
Marsha and Marshall Beckman
Louis Bernstein
Carol and Robert Braun
Barbara and Irving Brown
Carolyn Butler
Malin Cederquist
Ellen and Jon Channing
Debora S. Cole-Duffy
   in honor of Julianne Boyd
Peter Coston and Edith Meeks
   in honor of Mark St. Germain
Carolyn Culliton
Susan and Edmund Dana
Robert McCulloch-Dews and Warren Dews, Jr.
Sherry and George Dickerman
Joe-Tom Easley and Peter Freiberg
Dr. Geraldine Feldman and David Epstein
Judith Ferber
Ruth Friendly
Joan and Egon Fromm
Marianne and Jim Gambaro
Karyn Gershon and Ed Rosenfeld
   in honor of Syd Blatt for
   her very special birthday
Sylvia Gingras
Frances and Gerry Ginsburg
Claudia and Joseph Gold
Dr. Jacob and Mrs. Myrna Golden
Cassandra Gordon
Joann and Martin Gorman
Gloria and Arty Grossman
   in honor of Syd Blatt
Laurie and Harold Gustin
Barry Hume
Lynn and Michael Jacobson
Louise Kaminow
Flora Karbelnik
The Kingsleys and the Schiffmans
Alice and Norman Klein
Avram Kornberg
Norma Kronenberg
   in honor of Syd Blatt’s special year
Rhoda and Morris Levitt
   in honor of Raquel Scheck’s birthday
Joan and Edward Mahler
Barbara Mandler and Milton Rubin
   in honor of Barbara and Mel Wolff
   on their 60th wedding anniversary
Kenneth Mayer
Robert Joseph Miller
Sharon and Jean Moran
Judith Neidenberg
Mary K. and Robert O’Brien
Lesley Oelsner and Lewis Kaplan
Constance and Stephen Pajeski
Cristina and Edward Prensky
Carolee Reiber and Dr. Cy Nash
   in honor of Roz and Charles Stuzin
Adele Rodbell
Jeff Rodgers
Sandi and Alan Rubin
Vivien and Stephen Ruchman
Jane K. Ryan
Diane and Lee Saltzberg
Alice Schertle
Martin Shimmel and Alan Needleman
Ellen Shortell and Gene Bauer
Sybil and Marshall Sigel
Ameil Sloley
Debbie and Ashley Smith
Valerie and Jim Solon
Janis and Jeff Sperber
Sami Lester Strout
Stephen Sultan
Laurie and Peter Thomsen
Lisa and Bill Ultan
Joan and Dr. George Vazakas
Barbara Vinitz
Madeline and Chet Vogel
Andrew Volkoff
W.B. Mason
Barry Waldorf and Stanley Gotlin
Frank Wind
Barbara Winslow

EDUCATION
$25,000–$49,000
Greylock Federal Credit Union
A profound thank you to our leading supporters, Mary Ann and Bruno Quinson & Carole and Daniel Burack, for making the dream of a new Production Center a reality. We are grateful to our Board of Trustees for their strong show of support.

$300,000+
Mary Ann and Bruno Quinson

$200,000–$299,999
Carole and Daniel Burack

$50,000–$99,999
Arnold Kotlen and Stephanie Fleckner
Laurie and Martin V. Schwartz

$10,000–$24,999
Marita and David Glodt
Carol and Sherwood Guernsey
Rosalyn and Charles Stuzin

$5,000–$9,999
Bonnie and Terry Burman
Carol and Richard Seltzer
Jodi and Paul Tartell

$300,000+
Mary Ann and Bruno Quinson

$250,000–$4,999
Audrey and Ralph Friedner
Rhoda and Morris Levitt
Dr. Robert and Esther Rosenthal

Up to $1,000
Anonymous (3)
Roberta McCulloch-Dews and Warren Dews, Jr.
Michelle and Chris Dodig
Lyn and Robert Petricca
Carrie and David Schulman
Mark St. Germain
Eleanore Velez
Karen and Robert Youdelman

JUNE M. GUERTIN ARCHIVES
Sarah Boyd and Jennifer Rothman
Drs. Christina and Norman Boyd
Emily and William Dahab
Melita Davis
Dr. J. Ryan Gunsalus

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
We are proud to share that the following joined our Board of Trustees as of June 1, 2019:

Caroline Holland
Debra Jo Rupp

BARRINGTON STAGE COMPANY PRODUCTION CENTER

$10,000–$24,999
C.F. Adams Charitable Trust

$5,000–$9,999
TD Charitable Foundation

$2,500–$4,999
The Estate of Ruth I. Krauss

$1,000–$2,499
City of Pittsfield
Rotary Club of Pittsfield
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

$100–$499
Marlene Zuckerman

$10,000–$24,999
C.F. Adams Charitable Trust

$5,000–$9,999
TD Charitable Foundation

$2,500–$4,999
The Estate of Ruth I. Krauss

$1,000–$2,499
City of Pittsfield
Rotary Club of Pittsfield
Ray Ellen and Allan Yarkin

$100–$499
Marlene Zuckerman

Make a gift today in honor of our 25th Season at BarringtonStageCo.org/play-a-role
COME JOIN US for the BARRINGTON STAGE EXPERIENCE

SEE 25 YEARS OF BSC HISTORY!

The Barrington Stage Experience is an interactive lobby exhibit that allows visitors to view highlights of BSC’s 25-year journey, go behind the scenes, learn how a production is put together, and offers a vantage point into BSC’s award-winning education programs and community engagement in Pittsfield, MA.

WOLFSON THEATRE CENTER IN THE RHODA AND MORRIS LEVITT LOBBY
122 North Street, Pittsfield, MA

OUR EXHIBIT INCLUDES:

BSC History
How it all began and where we are now

Highlights of Productions
including The Game, Freud’s Last Session, On the Town, Breaking the Code, American Son, The Pirates of Penzance and many more!

Interviews
with Associate Artists, Directors, Playwrights, Community Leaders

and so much more!

FREE

Hours of operation: noon-5:30pm, Monday-Saturday
For more information, please contact Allyson Sekerke at 413-499-5446 x120 or email LobbyExperience@BarringtonStageCo.org

Made possible by the generous support of Mill Town Capital